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Question: Joe, what is your update on inflation?
Answer: We believe inflation is going to move meaningfully higher. We are seeing it right now in 
transportation costs. Trains are not taking orders because their capacity to haul freight is full, which 
means the cargo is subject to trucking. The trucking cost is up dramatically, with costs from Los 
Angeles to Chicago or Atlanta up 400% and 500% over where they were a couple of years ago. 
We also see it in copper and lumber prices. We definitely see inflation beginning to increase in 
raw material prices and now in services. 

Although the Fed and many market participants believe inflation will stay in this 1.75% or 2% 
range, we believe inflation will go north of 3%. We anticipate higher inflation over the next 12 to 
18 months and are concerned about the effect inflation could have on investments. As inflation 
goes up, it will have a detrimental result on most fixed income prices. Conversely, companies that 
are tied somewhat to inflation will do well. 
 
We are confident that inflation is going north of 3%, creating a dilemma for the Fed. How can they 
keep interest rates at zero and/or a 10-year Government bond at 5/8% to 1% if inflation runs 3% 
plus? Something will give, meaning either: (1) the Fed will let inflation begin to accelerate and risk 
inflation expectations moving prices even higher; or (2) they will be forced to raise interest rates. 
We think it will be the latter. If, in fact, the Fed is forced to back off its low rates forever pledge, 
the price of investments will look completely different than today.

Question: Why do you think the high-flyer companies in the technology sector will 
not do well?
Answer: We don’t think they will do well because of their valuations. The companies are trading as 
if ten years from now, they are going to be making a certain amount of money, meaning investors 
are discounting events ten years out. This is asking for trouble. 
  
The companies are representative of a trend that is going on five years old. This trend is, “let’s 
play momentum.” Investors are buying what is going up in price, without regard to the companies’ 
fundamentals, with the expectation they will continue to go up. Additionally, investors are selling 
what is going down in price with the expectation they will continue to go down. This is ultimately 
backward logic. Buy high and sell low.  

The companies are completely disengaged from the fundamentals. For example, Apple stock has 
performed incredibly well. However, since 2015, the overall sales at Apple are flat. They are not 
selling any more dollar value of products today than they were six years ago. Profit margins are 
down from about 38% to about 29%. Earnings are lower than six years ago. Their debt is up from 
about $30 billion to around $122 billion. Yet, Apple stock has at least tripled since 2015 because 
people are buying momentum with little concern for the company’s financial fundamentals. We are 
using Apple as an example since it is so well known, but there are plenty of other companies in a 
similar situation. Great company with great products but not worth 2 trillion dollars.  

We believe this is a bubble waiting to pop because we believe a time frame is coming when 
investors will go back to caring about fundamentals. At that time, it will become evident that 
companies like Netflix and Tesla, who generate no positive cash flow, are not worth anywhere 
near the prices they are getting. 
  
Question: What are your thoughts on the pipelines?
Answer: The pipelines are the exact opposite of the high technology stocks. They are down in 
price and are disfavored by investors who only want to buy what is going up. Investors believe the 
companies are going towards extinction because everyone will drive an electric car or truck. They 
are assuming fossil fuels are worthless. We remain optimistic that the pipeline industry will make 
a recovery because we see a worldwide economic recovery increasing the energy demand. The 
prices of the investments are the lowest in the history of the industry. They completely rule out 
any potential for business improvements.

Energy usage around the world dropped sharply when the world economy shut down. Gasoline 
usage almost disappeared four or five months ago. Yet, the ability of the companies to generate 
positive cash flow is continuing. This is not to say it is at the same level pre-COVID, but they are 
still generating positive cash flow and still making distributions of 10% and higher. 

The biggest positive for the pipelines is falling capital expenditures. The build-out of energy 
infrastructure in this country is pretty much behind them. For example, Plains, which should 
generate close to $2.3 billion in cash flow this depressed year of 2020, sees cap-ex expenditures 
fall by $1.0 billion. This should result in a free cash flow of $800 million. In a recovery year, cash 
flow could return to pre-COVID levels of $2.9 billion and result in an increase in cash flow 
available to shareholders of $1.5 billion. 

Overall, we see the pipelines with a lot of recovery potential. We believe renewable fuels’ 
potential is 15 to 20 years out from making a significant gain in the share of total energy usage. 
The markets seem to be pricing pipelines as if this is only 3 to 5 years away. There is no electric 
power infrastructure in place for that to happen. For example, the existing electric grid could not 
handle the surge in demand for electricity after 5 p.m. every evening as consumers return from 
work and need to charge their cars. For the moment, electric cars are using electricity that is 47% 
created with coal, which is not exactly environmentally friendly.    


